A True Hero
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Have you ever heard of Superman or Batman? Well, you may think they are heroes. Little Alicia Wilkins is not Spiderman, or in fact any superhero; yet, she is a true hero........
Alicia Wilkins sat at her desk in the classroom. She stared at her math test. The class only had 5 minutes left to finish and she hadn’t even answered one question yet! She bubbled in random answers and turned it in. Her grade was a C. She was very depressed. She just couldn’t understand anything.
Alicia had a disability that made it hard for her to understand things. She went home crying.

“Honey,” her mom told her, “you are not dumb. You are a true hero....”

The next day Alicia got a tutor. After school she went to the library to meet her. Her name was Danielle. The way Danielle worked with Alicia changed her life; and Danielle became Alicia’s hero.
To help Alicia learn, Danielle explained concepts very thoroughly and had Alicia do the concepts until they were mastered. Whenever Alicia mastered something she would get so joyous! Danielle would smile.

Soon Danielle would ask Alicia questions and not even be halfway through when Alicia answered. Alicia became to believe in herself and to believe in others such as her family, and Danielle.
She got on the academic team and was one of the main reasons their academic team was so competitive. She grew up to become a teacher and was awarded with millions of awards for wonderful work.
One day she was asked by the news how she got so smart. She said it was all Danielle. Her tutor watched her on TV and smiled.

You may have heard of Superman or Batman; yet no one is a hero like Alicia Wilkins.